
During many years of being around high-level tennis from the junior to the pro level, I have 
made a point to sit near coaches who I believe know what they are doing when they watch their 
players compete. I like to see how they manage their own nerves and control their body language 
as their players battle. The second thing that I try to do while observing is to listen. I try to listen 
to what the coaches say to their players during matches. While “coaching” is not allowed, the 
constant coach-player communication is always going on (verbally or non-verbally). After doing 
this exercise for at least hundreds of times, there are two main common denominators that the 
best coaches in the game seem to be always reinforcing during competition. These are the ability 
for a player to stay in the present moment and the commitment to maintain a high level of 
intensity on their feet throughout the match. 

When I speak about ‘staying in the present moment”,  I believe that  phrases such as the 
following are all trying to say the same thing…. 

-          Point by point. 

-          One point at the time. 

-          Lets go, reset! 

-          Focus on the next point. 

-          One shot at the time. 

-          Breathe! 

-          Come down and get back to work. 

-          Focus on your game plan 

There are many more sentences like these that I have heard coaches use many times and in 
different languages to try to keep their players focused on the present while putting aside all the 
distractions that a match can bring. 

My second takeaway from observing coaches coach is related to the energy and intensity that a 
player “should” have during a match.  For this point, top coaches bring phrases such as: 

-          Feet, feet, feet!! 

-          Come on, lets get moving! 

-          Lets get our intensity up! 

-          Keep those feet bouncing! 

-          Stay on your toes! 



-          High intensity! 

-          Show your intensity! 

-          Show how bad you want it! 

Whenever I work in camps or talk to groups of players (especially the younger ones), I tell them 
that the first thing that I am going to look at is their feet because in my book, feet talk!!!  This 
might be a little bit of an old fashion approach, but I believe that jump roping is an incredible 
tool for a tennis player. I am a believer that 15-20 minutes of jump rope per day can literally 
change a player’s game (when its performed for a long period of time). There are benefits to the 
player’s stamina, coordination, shoulder strength and stability, explosiveness, and their ability to 
make sure that their feel literally speak when they are on the court and under pressure. Start with 
five minutes per day and go up a minute or two per week until you get to the 20. Keep that going 
for 8 to 10 weeks, and be ready to feel the results!!  

As we face these challenges that are completely out of our control, let’s take it one point at the 
time, and let’s get on with the jump roping!!! 

 


